














Lunch wrap (Basic gift wrap) 

C 

b D d 

Position fabric as a diamond, back

side facing up. Place lunch in center. 

C 

b d 

Drape corner ( c) over lunch. 

C 

b d 

Bring corner (a) up and over lunch; 

tucking underneath. 

b d 

Tie (b) and ( d) in a double knot to 

finish the wrap. 

Best with medium fabric, 26.7" 





Gym bag (Farmers market bag) 

b d

a

C 

b�d
b d

Position fabric as a diamond, 

front side facing up. 

Fold corner "a" to "c" 

to create a triangle. 

Make an overhand knot with corner "b" 

approximately 1/3 of the way from the 

corner, repeat with "d". If you want a deep 

bag, place the knot farther from the corner. 

Flip the fabric inside out, so that 

corners "b" and "d" are now 

inside the bag. 

Tie a double knot using corners "a" and "c". 

Placing the knots very close to the end of 
the fabric will create longer handles. 

Best with large fabric, 35.4" 





0 

Lay fabric down, back side up, 

rings positioned above. 

0 
C d 

Bring corners a and b around 

the ring and towards you. 

Handbag with metal rings 

Fold fabric in half. 

C d 

Tie a and b in a double knot in 

front of the ring. 

Best with medium fabric, 26.7" 

C d 

Bring corners a and b 

through metal ring. 

Using the other metal ring, 

repeat with corners c and d 

to complete the bag 









Wine carry (Double bottle wrap) 
C 

0 
b d 

Position fabric as a diamond, back side facing up. 

Place bottles on fabric as illustrated, 

approximately 2 inches apart. 

C 

V /)d 

Ensure that corner ( c) falls between the bottles, 

stand the bottles up, hiding corner (c). 

C 

b d 

Lay corner (a) over the bottles and tightly 

roll the bottles 

towards corner ( c). 

b d 

Tie a double knot between corners (b) and ( d), 

finishing the wrap. 

Best with large fabric, 35.4" 





Handbag with leather strap 
a b 

0 (],-----__ [) 
a �---�b

d C

Lay fabric back side facing up. 
Fold fabric in half. 

Place fabric corner (a) over nearest 

D ring then under farthest D ring. 
Pull the fabric snug. 

Place fabric corner (a) through both D rings 
at strap corner (a), pull until fabric is 

approximately 1/3 of the way through. 

Repeat on the opposite side to complete the bag. 

*Leather strap sold separately at
oruwrappingfabric.com 

Best with large fabric, 35.4" 





Book cover 

I'll admit - this one takes some practice, but stick with it and you will get a great 

result! Works best with hardcover book and 26.7" fabric. Consider ironing creases 

in the fabric at step 3 for an even better result. 

□ '-I --r 

Place fabric back side up. 

Fold fabric in thirds, bottom first, 

then top; the height of the fabric 

should be the same as the book 

Fold back the top edge of 

the fabric 1.5" or so 

Flip the fabric over 

[I] 

Lay the opened book in the 

middle of the fabric 

Fold the left side of the fabric 

towards the book's cover and thread 

the cover into the new book jacket. 

Repeat on the right side. 

0 

Now you have a 

book cover! 






